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As the book is especially intended for those who desire to 
practice part-sinaing, some very valuable exercises are given 
-for the study of intelsvals - and thel e are also several 
irnpoltant directions as to the pronunciation of the -ords, a 
matter, as xve all know by experience too little regarded 
even by those who aspire to become solo singers. The 
Manual is published in a cheap form, and as it nvill no doubt 
have an extensive sale, the author xvill, we pleesume, thank 
us for pointing out that there is no explanation of the double 
dot, that in the last bar but one of the " Harmonious Black- 
smith" the 4 on the dominant is figured 4, and that the 
opening tri&d of the prelude at page 29, is marked 4. These 
things might lead some pupils astlay; and t:hey could be 
casily remedied in a second issue of the book. 
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musical idiom in these assimilates itself to that of the same 
period as the poetry- the composer has not so entirely 
thought himself into the antiquevernacular as in his render- 
ing of Shakespeare's "Good niCht," already noticed, but 
there is enough of the elder manner to give a distinction to 
these pieces, and a little modern spicing gives a zest to this 
which is not mrithout its happy influence. An extract flom 
Young, who thought at night and draped all he wrote with 
her dusky mantle, 'Night, sable goddess," is an effective 
and appropriate piece of vocal halmony. Dr. Bennett 
reappeals as the author of the final piece, " Swallow, hither 
wing;" this is not the leaving-taking of the migrant, so 
favourite with literalists, but his xvelcome, and the musi- 
cian has invested it with the freshness of sweet springtime 
without a tinge of the incertitude of that ficklest of seasons- 
here are no frosts of to-day nipping the buddings of yester- 
day, no east winds to make us shiver in the very sunshine 
but a merry tune of unclouded gladness. It is obvious that 
our composer loses nothing in power as he gains in experi- 
ence, and his latest pieces give as much value as interest to 
the publication. The volume worthily represents in typo- 
graphy and binding the firm from which it is issued, ancl its 
comely appearance with its well-solmding contents must 
ensure it a wide circulatlon. 

CASSELLX PETTER AND GALPIN. 
Awz Ele?nentary Ma?wuat of Mvszc. By Henry Leslie. 
" I HAVE embodied " says the author, in his Preface to this 

little Manual, " in the simplest possible form such rules as 
I deem essential, from the experience of many years, to 
ensure a good practical result." From the multiplicity of 
" systems " with which we are supplied in the present day 
it is difficult indeed for a young musical student to select one 
which shall not lead him so far &way from the long estab- 
lished method that, save to a small section of his fellow 
workers, he is made to feel like a foreigner in speaking the 
language of his art. It is refreshing, therefore, to find so 
well known a preceptor as Mr. Henry Leslie urging pupils 
to travel in the high road -which has led so many to the 
desired goal, and issaing plain directions to facilitate their 
progress. That the whole of the rudiments of music are 
simply and clearly explained it is scarcelar necessary to say - 
but it is a feature in an elementary work of such small pre- 
tension when the teaching is collstantly accompanied by 
intelligent andinterestingobservations on the true significa- 
tiorl of the various terms employed. The theory of chords 
is lightly touched upon but much information may be 
gleaned from the few paCes devoted to this subject. We 
must however take leave to difer from the assertion that " with 
the exception of the maj or and minor common chords and their 
first inversion, all chords are discords." VVithout enforcing 
the argument that a certain combination of soullds forming 
a concord cannot by being placed in another position become 
a discord, we do not believe that the second inversion of a 
common chord (although often used as a suspension of a 
triad on the same bass note) is in reality a discord demandi7zg 
resolution. In the following example, for instance, where 
the inversions of the diminished 7th akvays resolve upon 
the tonic harmony, can the 4 be termed disco} clant ? 
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day that it behoves all interested in its healthy progress to 
wateh carefully the books which are designed to assist 
teachers in theil task. It is true that the word " celebiated " 
prefised to the title of this work seems as if it wele designed 
to disarm cliticism; but anything sent for review has a right 
to receive earnest attention, and we open Cramel's " Tutor," 
therefore, ithout any refexence to the favour vith which 
it znay have been received in past years. The whole of the 
early part of the book is exceedingly good. We particulally 
admire the idea of calling Semibreves, Minims, Crotchets 
&c., "whole measure notes, half measure notes, quartel 
measure notes," and so forth * the correct counting of the 
lessons is also judiciously enforced * and all the esercises for 
both hands will be found highly useful for beginners. ]3ut 
although we may agree with our author that "children 
should never be forced into learning technicalities," we can 
scarcely imagine that they should find innumerable signs 
the meaning of which is never explained at all. In this 
work, however, we have tunes in various times (although no 
mformation is given upon this subject in any part of the 
book) dots after notes, double sharps without any directions 
as to their signification, and airs in the minor key before ally 
mention has been made of the construction even of a major 
one. It may be said that all these things are better left to 
the teacher; but if this plan be recommended, why have 
any Instruction :Book at all ? Our experience has taught us 
that Pianoforte "Tutors" are but of small selvice to the 
conscientious professor, who can assuredly best explain the 
rudiments of music to his pupils- but if such works ale 
published those nvho use them are justified in expecting that 
at least they shall be complete as far as they go * and this 
we ha.ve shown " Cramer's Celebrated Tutor," in its present 
shape, 1S not. 

Ratn l)rops. Song. Words by I. H. F. Du Terreaux. 
Music by Virginia Gabriel. 

THE fact of this song bein an adaptation of the subject of 
a piece under the same name, by Virginia Gabriel, published 
many years ago, sufficiently accounts for the lnelody not 
flowing very freely with the words. Abstractedly, however, 
both poetry and music are worthy of commendation- but 
we must take e2rception to the harmony in the sixth bar of 
page 3, where the 6 on C rises to the auginented triad on D 
causing a false relation between the A natural in the left 
hand and the A sharp in the right, which is extremely 
unpleasaxlt. In the piece the same passage is harmonised 
much better. 

07w, gzve nze back tZDe goZden days. Song. Words by 
Matthias Barr. Music by Giovanni Sconcia. 

A GRACEFUL melody, ullaffectedly accompanied. The 
words are well expressed and the harmonies written with 
commendable care. As these simple ballads, hovever, are 
usually sung by persons with but slender musical knowledge 
they must not be expected to remedy engr&vers' errors. 
Let us point out to the composer, therefore, that the 
acciacatura in the second bar of the song should be A 
instead of G- and that in the first bar of page 3, and thir1 
bar of page 5, the * is omitted before the D, in the left-hand 
part. 

DUFF AND STEWART. 
To the Evenotq Star. Song. Poetry by John Leyden, M.A 
To Datsies. Poetry by Eerrick. 
Love's Farewell. Poetry by Mich&el Drayton 

Composed by Doyne C. ]3ell. 
THESE three songs are highly favourable specimens of the 

talent of a composer lvhose name is now new to us, but who 
will, if we are not much mistaken, very shortly take a fore- 
most rank amongst the vocal wliters of the day. " To the 
Evelling Star " is somewhat in the lnodern German school 
beginning in triplets for the right hand, with a passage fol 
the left, reminding us strongly, by the way, of the com- 
mencement of Harper's " Truth in absence." Here, hoxv- 
ever, the resemblance ceases, for the melody has much 
originality, and the halmonies are evidently spontaneous. 
As a "lied," for voice and pianoforte, this composition 
cannot fail to be effective. The songs written to the words 
of the old poets Herrick and Michael Drayton have a flavour 
of the period, which fully justifies the right, often assumed 
by mere pretenders, of " setting to music " those solid verses 
of a past age which, instinct with the spirit of true poetry 
can never die. A fiowing and appropriate melody expresses 
the first song with excellent effect, the change to the tonic 
minor, at the words " No marigolds yet closed are," beinffl a 
point worthy of attention. We like " Love's Farewell " even 
better. The openingsubject, inFmajor, is extremelvquaint 
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